HUD's Innovation in Affordable Housing Competition

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's 2023 Innovation in Affordable Housing Student Design and Planning Competition is inviting graduate students from multiple disciplines to submit plans in response to real-life affordable housing design issues. The registration deadline is Oct. 24.

LEARN MORE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

AIA Canada Society - 2022 Design Awards Opportunity

The official Canadian Chapter of the American Institute of Architects has opened its 2022 Design Awards competition to students and recent graduates. The submission deadline is October 28.

NEW GRANT ENABLES COLLABORATION BETWEEN SAPL AND LONDON METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

Led by SAPL Researcher Sandra Abegglen, and Tom Burns from the Centre for Professional and Educational Development at the London Metropolitan University in the United Kingdom, the ‘Images of HE’ project has been funded by ALDinhe, the Association for Learning Development in Higher Education.

The project will invite the education community to participate in online workshops to reflect on the current status of Higher Education and to conceptualize how humane, integrated, and empowering learning and teaching approaches can be incorporated into the Higher Education system.

The project grant includes two student bursaries, inviting one design student from the University of Calgary and one from London Metropolitan University to work and run creative workshops with faculty, as well as analyze and collate the workshop materials into an Open Educational Resource (OER). Interested students can apply by sending a short letter of motivation and a CV to: sandra.abegglen@ucalgary.ca and t.burns@londonmet.ac.uk

AIA Canada Society - 2022 Design Awards Opportunity

SAPLSA Annual General Meeting

All SAPL students are invited to the student association's annual general meeting on Oct. 26 from 3 to 4 p.m. in Room 2160. The SA will be presenting its plans for the upcoming year and discuss its budget.
IN THE NEWS

Tom Keenan: Nokia to build research and development hub in Ottawa
The company will be a solid partner to give Canada an advantage to align better with partners.
CBC

Tom Keenan: This stuff is boring to most people...
But scams are becoming more believable and sophisticated; the consequences of falling for one can be devastating.
CITYNEWS

EVENTS
INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT WORKSHOP

Workshop 2 of the Indigenous Engagement Teaching Grant is scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 25, and the wider SAPL community is invited to attend. The second workshop will see students/instructors present their projects to Elder Casey and Sandra for questions, comments, and guidance.

Learn More

SAVE THE DATE: Design Matters

Discover current methods and approaches to sustainable architecture and design from Kristian Ahlmark, thought leader, Partner, and Design Director with award-winning Danish studio Schmidt Hammer Lassen Architects at the next Design Matters lecture on Nov. 2 at the CBDLab.

Register Here
SAVE THE DATE: SAPLSA INDUSTRY NIGHT
Learn about the work culture, day-to-day activities, and professional expectations of industry professionals at SAPLSA's Online Industry Night on Nov. 9 from 6 to 8 p.m.

CIP STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
The Canadian Institute of Planners is hosting Planning Together: World Town Planning Day Student Symposium on Nov. 8. SAPL students will present: The Land We Walk On: Reconciliation and Decolonizing Planning in Education.

MAYOR’S URBAN DESIGN AWARDS 2022
The Mayor’s Urban Design Awards (MUDA) recognize the contributions of Calgary's urban designers, architects, landscape architects, engineers, planners, and artists to our city. The celebration will take place on Nov. 9. For more information, CLICK HERE

BUILDEX ALBERTA 2022
Learn more about the industry, build your network, and find mentors and opportunities at the upcoming BUILDEX Alberta on Oct. 26 and 27. Sign up for free seminars and a tradeshow pass using the promo code MRU22TSS22. Pre-registration is required.

GALLERIES
REPRESENTING THE CITY: LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

The newest exhibition at the Stantec Gallery, Representing the City: Landscape Photography features the work of SAPL students throughout Block Week under the guidance of world-renowned photographer, Luca Nostri, and with coordination by SAPL associate dean and professor, Enrica Dall'Ara.

DESIGN BYTES

How do people impact energy use in buildings they don’t occupy?
Empty buildings consume more energy than we thought. READ MORE

Saskatoon’s new public library – a marvel for the community
Inspired by Indigenous cultures and architecture, the new library will support world-class library services in the community. READ MORE

UCalgary, a national leader in green construction
The Hunter Student Commons together with the MacKimmie Tower is UCalgary’s first project to be certified for zero-carbon building design. READ MORE